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RECOMMENDATIONS

Recommendation 1:
Create a National AI Literacy Campaign that fosters national AI literacy.

Based on the findings in the below “Context” section, a National AI Literacy Campaign should prioritize community college, university, non-traditional students, the workforce, individuals within underrepresented communities, and adults in roles who are most likely to be displaced by AI as aligned with EO 13985. To make this recommendation actionable and executable in the short term, this campaign should both empower communities with adequate access to resources and leverage existing frameworks. This campaign would serve as a global example in AI literacy and allow local leaders in the U.S. to create and execute AI literacy programs to meet the specific needs of their communities.

Recommendation 2:
Leverage the Biden Administration’s digital equity campaign as a framework to create a National AI Literacy Campaign.

The ultimate goal is to encourage and support NGOs interested in creating a National AI Literacy Campaign to meet the needs of their communities. Specifically:

- The National AI Literacy Campaign should be a public/private partnership between industry leaders, federal government agencies, and non-governmental organizations (NGOs).

- The campaign should encourage industry partners to voluntarily commit to investing in non-product specific AI literacy programs, and/or providing resources for qualified NGOs and other qualified non-profit (i.e. 501c3) organizations to develop AI literacy programs at the local level.

- The campaign should also include a voluntary commitment from federal agencies to reclassify federal grants to include AI literacy. The reclassification should enable AI literacy designated grant funds to be made available for qualified NGOs and other qualified non-profit (i.e. 501c3) organizations from

the Department of Commerce, SBA, Department of Veteran Affairs, and others.

- Launch a centralized website and mobile application (app) to maintain a single source for initiatives and resources for NGOs to leverage. This website and app can catalog existing opportunities and serve as a starting point for individual citizens, NGOs, and academic institutions that are investing in AI literacy programs.

- Establish an AI Literacy Fund modeled after the Universal Services Fund and dedicated to fulfilling the goals of the National AI Literacy Campaign. The funds could be voluntarily committed by organizations developing or deploying AI solutions. Alternatively, request that Congress consider revenue-raising measures focused on AI literacy initiatives.

**Recommendation 3:**
*Invest in formal educational or existing learning frameworks to advance the AI literacy of the American population.*

Partner with state-level authorities to support school districts, educational service agencies, college associations, and university systems to help develop, promote, and advance AI literacy within the traditional structured educational pathways. This approach will target K12 populations and students pursuing higher education, such as community colleges, four-year degrees, advanced degrees, and non-traditional students, while advancing existing local educational curricula.² Specifically:

- Collaborate with professional associations such as the American Medical Association, National Association of Social Workers, and American Bar Association to integrate AI literacy into licensure and continuing education requirements, ensuring that professionals across industries possess skills necessary for the future. Engaging with these associations can help close the awareness gap for individuals in industries that are not directly technology related.

- Recommend that labor unions, such as the AFL-CIO, require AI literacy training in their contract negotiations with the industry and contribute their unique insights into reskilling opportunities.

² The group considered resources provided through a variety of organizations: American Association of Community Colleges, Aledu.org and teachAI.org, MIT, Berkeley, Connected Learning Initiative, AI Learning Alliance, Deep Learning Institute, Samsung Innovation Campus, among others. This acknowledgement is not an endorsement of specific organizations or approaches.

*National Artificial Intelligence Advisory Committee (NAIAC) | [https://www.ai.gov/naiac/](https://www.ai.gov/naiac/)*
“Even though we are AI-focused, we also work with many industry-based communities, such as marketing and healthcare, in which practitioners lack an AI background. By collaborating, we can solve shared challenges — for instance, in addressing healthcare challenges using AI. By doing so, we can exchange resources and combine industry and technology expertise.”

—Bhuva Shakti, Women in AI, NAIAC Briefing Session 3, June 27, 2023

**Recommendation 4:**
Invest in informal learning opportunities such as standalone public sessions, social media campaigns, and public messaging efforts.

Specifically:

- Partner with independent media and cultural institutions such as non-profits, museums, broadcast stations, and public libraries to create educational content and experiences that reach a wide audience. Several organizations internationally can provide expertise.³

- Partner with and enable various stakeholders, including civil society organizations representing underserved populations, individuals with disabilities, and veterans. These groups provide robust networks across the U.S. with facilities and resources connected to local communities.⁴

**Additional Considerations**

A National AI Literacy Campaign must consider campaign content creation, barriers to engagement, and potential funding sources.

**Campaign content:** A National AI Literacy Campaign must develop (1) baseline awareness of the technology and (2) specific competencies that enable individuals to actively engage with AI tools, and new opportunities. These competencies may

---

³ The group considered resources provided through a variety of organizations including University of Helsinki 2018, NPR, PBS, Smithsonian, and Public Libraries. This acknowledgement is not an endorsement of specific organizations or approaches.

⁴ The group considered resources including NPR, PBS, Smithsonian, and Public Libraries. This acknowledgement is not an endorsement of specific organizations or approaches.
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include both existing and net new skills. Existing skills are currently in the market and have educational pathways tied to them. Net new are emerging skills that do not have defined educational pathways.

**Barriers to engagement:** Members of the campaign audience may find engaging with AI literacy initiatives difficult due to a lack of awareness of new technologies, especially in underrepresented communities, or a lack of internet access. Approximately 20% of American households continue to lack internet access at home.\(^5\) Both online and offline initiatives should be considered, helping to prevent further internet access disparities. To address these concerns, the government should continue to engage with civil rights and advocacy groups to bring diverse perspectives and help extend AI education to underserved populations.

**In summary, current “Digital Literacy” investments include training on basic internet use and education on specific tools related to the sponsoring company supporting NGOs. However, they do not adequately address the needs of “AI Literacy.” There is insufficient investment in AI literacy to educate communities about AI fundamentals, including the benefits and risks of AI in daily life.**

Existing initiatives and programs specific to AI, STEM, and Technology can be used to aid in identifying campaign partners. These programs can be found both domestically and globally. While the experiences of other countries tasked with similar challenges regarding AI literacy may not directly apply to the United States due to cultural contexts, the lessons learned may be valuable nonetheless.

---

**CONTEXT**

**Importance of AI Literacy: Definitions**

As Artificial Intelligence (AI) continues to dominate public discourse, more questions arise about the preparedness of the American public to understand, embrace, trust or adapt to an AI-infused world. In particular, the topic of AI literacy (also referred to as AI-preparedness)\(^6\) is receiving growing attention. There are several working definitions for AI literacy:

\(^5\) Cao, M., & Goldberg, R. (2022). Switched off: Why are one in five U.S. households not online? National Telecommunications and Information Administration. [https://www.ntia.gov/blog/2022/switched-why-are-one-five-us-households-not-online](https://www.ntia.gov/blog/2022/switched-why-are-one-five-us-households-not-online)
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- A set of competencies that enables individuals to critically evaluate AI technologies; communicate and collaborate effectively with AI; and use AI as a tool online, at home, and in the workplace.\textsuperscript{7}

- The ability to use, monitor and critically evaluate AI output. AI literacy does not require the ability to create AI tools.\textsuperscript{8}

- Additional definitions for AI literacy are in progress.\textsuperscript{9}

For the purpose of this document, AI literacy is defined by a basic understanding of the benefits, risks and opportunities of AI and how it impacts daily lives. We have a particular interest in the impacts on underrepresented communities. Most working definitions of AI literacy focus on baseline knowledge and skills needed to identify, understand, and interact with AI responsibly and effectively, not necessarily developing technical AI expertise.\textsuperscript{10} Importantly, AI literacy also implies an awareness of AI and the ability to correctly identify instances of AI usage. Awareness of AI is a prerequisite to the effective ability to understand risks and benefits, make informed decisions about AI technologies, and navigate ethical considerations.\textsuperscript{11}

**Importance of AI Literacy: Impact of AI Literacy on Public Sentiment**

Across all major demographic groups, Americans are increasingly more concerned than excited about AI (52% in August 2023 vs 38% in December 2022).\textsuperscript{12} Americans are also among the populations least trusting of technology.\textsuperscript{13} In multiple studies,

\begin{itemize}
\end{itemize}
potential job loss, misinformation, and fundamental change to American society were cited as reasons for concern. Only 30% of respondents can correctly identify common uses of AI, and 44% do not believe that they interact with AI regularly (both are indicators of awareness). Several studies suggest that while AI is becoming more prevalent, there is still a gap in understanding and awareness of AI in daily life. This is a particularly acute issue in underrepresented communities where the threat of harm is heightened. Only 15% of Black and 23% of Hispanic Americans have a high level of awareness of AI in their daily lives (compared to 34% and 40% for White and Asian Americans). Forty-seven percent of Black Americans and 39% of Hispanic Americans have a low awareness of AI applications in daily life (compared to 28% and 21% for White and Asian Americans). Consequently, these communities will become increasingly less able to make informed choices about how AI affects their well-being.

"It is challenging to have reasoned conversations about the risks and harms of AI, because many lack the knowledge to participate in informed discourse about this technology."

—Gelyn Watkin, Black In AI, NAIAC Briefing Session 3, June 27, 2023

---

19 See Kennedy and King
20 See Gillespie and Ipsos
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If the public awareness and understanding of AI literacy is not increased and prioritized, the U.S. is likely to experience an exacerbated digital divide and create an **AI divide** with a detrimental effect on the American workforce and US economy.22 23

**AI Literacy and the Workforce**

AI is shifting the skills in demand within the workforce.24 Recent studies show that 80% of the U.S. workforce will have some tasks affected by language models, and 20% are expected to see at least half of daily tasks affected by AI. Black American workers are at a higher risk of being impacted by automation since they are more often employed in support roles compared to the general population.25 Other roles such as traditional security, factory and commerce roles are expected to decrease in demand with some jobs going extinct entirely.26 Some estimates show that 20% of jobs are at risk of automation by the late 2020s, and around 30% by the mid-2030s.27

AI automation is expected to benefit higher-educated individuals and harm less well-educated workers, potentially further exacerbating income disparities between demographics.28 These statistics are feeding into the workforce sentiment around AI. Approximately 54% of managers/senior decision-makers feel optimistic about AI improving their jobs while employees are nearly two times as likely to think AI will hurt their jobs (19% vs 11%).29

— Many of the fears we hear from our community members center on the concern that their jobs will be automated: in particular,

29 See King [https://www.ai.gov/naiac/](https://www.ai.gov/naiac/)
jobs that entail manual labor are potentially ripe for automation and replication by AI tools.”

—Laura Montoya, LatinX in AI, NAIAC Briefing Session 3, June 27, 2023

Exaggerating the workforce impact is the growing skills gap. As more jobs are automated, experts predict a growing need for AI experts, both technical and non-technical in nature. However, the necessary talent is not available. More than 51% of companies report lack of skilled AI talent to fulfill growing AI jobs\(^\text{30}\) and a growing AI skills gap.\(^\text{31}\) Government agencies and non-profit organizations report similar circumstances.\(^\text{32}\) This includes STEM and non-STEM roles that are impacted by the technology. Moreover, within the existing talent, there is a significant diversity gap. Within organizations developing AI solutions, only 27% identify as women and 25% as racial and ethnic minorities.\(^\text{33}\) Our findings support the conclusion that there is a need for developing basic AI skills and capabilities that will be most useful and marketable in an AI-infused world, with an emphasis on those persons in jobs most likely to be displaced.

### AI Literacy and Mental Health

Lack of AI literacy is also impacting mental health, known as “AI Anxiety,” and has negative psychological impacts.\(^\text{34}\) Concerns about job stability and workforce displacement harm employee mental health and contribute to burnout and anxiety. Workers under the age of 58, people of color and individuals with a high school education are disproportionately worried about the impact of AI, which aggravates their mental health concerns.\(^\text{35}\)
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“Fear of the unknown and loss of a sense of control are directly related to psychological distress, occupational stress, and strain, as well as negative physical health outcomes. Providing information about the use of AI and allowing employee input into such changes will significantly alleviate these outcomes.”

— Leslie Hammer, Ph.D., emerita professor of psychology at Portland State University and co-director of the Oregon Healthy Workforce Center at the Oregon Health and Science University

Research shows that a stronger understanding of AI technology corresponds to a more positive outlook and attitude towards AI technology. Therefore, developing AI literacy within the U.S. may help address some AI anxiety.

**AI Literacy and Misinformation, Disinformation, and Deep Fakes**

Proliferation of AI introduces another risk, as AI-generated content is used for misinformation and disinformation. Research shows that AI-generated misinformation can contribute to political divides and interfere with political processes, exacerbate social divisions, undermine trusted sources of information, and contribute to deteriorating social trust in institutions and authorities.  

Misinformation has also been shown to target vulnerable populations disproportionately.

“[In 2020, women of color were twice as likely as other candidates to be targeted by or subject to misinformation and disinformation. And the damage done is not limited to voting; it subverts democracy and erodes faith in institutions.”](https://www.pbs.org/newshour/politics/ai-generated-disinformation-poses-threat-of-misleading-voters-in-2024-election)

— Patrice Willoughby, NAACP, NAIAC Briefing Session 1, June 20, 2023

---
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These misinformation campaigns are often effective due to the lack of awareness and understanding of how AI technology can be used to spread inaccurate, false and misleading information. Several organizations are researching technical and policy approaches to limit or counteract AI-driven misinformation. Additional efforts may be necessary to empower and equip individuals to identify misinformation online by increasing the awareness of ways AI is used for deep fakes and information generation.

**AI Literacy and Data Sovereignty**

Developing universal AI literacy will also foster self-determination and create opportunities for people to have meaningful power over their data, and how it is used, collected, and modified. Currently, many AI systems are developed and trained on data that has been scraped from the internet. While the data collection is covered under user agreements and terms of use, many individuals and journalists have expressed the sentiment that the consent was not informed or that alternatives were not available. Even when companies implement options for users to opt out of data collection, many individuals lack awareness and understanding of how their data contributes to AI research and development.

---

40 See Villasenor, J
41 See Helmus
43 See Helmus
48 Vaughan-Nichols, S. (2023, August 30). Meta uses your Facebook data to train its AI. Here’s how to opt out (sort of). ZDNET. [https://www.ai.gov/naic/](https://www.ai.gov/naic/)
“For communities, though, the first thing we generally need to discuss is data sovereignty — the protection of data [...] It’s crucial for us. The community must come together to decide the parameters under which they might allow someone else to use their data; or under which they themselves would use their data. For us, that’s often language data, and it’s often very meaningful data. It’s a very different kind of dataset than what most people train their models on: it’s grandmas telling stories, not just tweets.”

— Mason Grimshaw, Indigenous in AI, NAIAC Briefing Session 3, June 27, 2023

Effective AI literacy provides individuals with awareness of how their data is used to train AI and also enables reasonable self-determination about how it is used. This is viewed as positive for addressing fears and fostering trust, and it ultimately empowers individuals with a greater sense of control over AI than is currently reported.

Disclaimer: This non-decisional document has been drafted by Members of the National Artificial Intelligence Advisory Committee (NAIAC) for the purposes of explaining concepts and does not offer formal recommendations. The opinions discussed in this document do not represent the views of the full Committee and should not be considered a recommendation by the NAIAC.
The National Artificial Intelligence Advisory Committee (Committee) held a series of virtual briefing sessions June 20-27, 2023, for leaders of marginalized communities to brief the Committee on topics of interest related to year-two efforts.\textsuperscript{50} The briefing sessions provided an opportunity for invited experts to share their respective priorities and how these priorities may relate to AI.\textsuperscript{51} Attendees included leaders from civil society, leaders from disabilities, worker unions, human rights, and diverse AI leaders representing LatinX in AI, Black in AI, Queer in AI, Indigenous in AI, and Women in AI.

The following compilation of thoughts from the virtual briefing sessions highlight the AI literacy gaps, foreseeable needs, and potential impact.

Feedback from representatives from Civil Society leaders:
- Outreach should target underrepresented groups including Blacks, Hispanics, and Native Americans. Multiple pathways for AI awareness are needed.
- Literacy efforts must be multilingual and culturally tailored for diverse communities.
- Data protection and sovereignty are crucial when engaging minority groups to enable informed data decisions.
- Trusted community groups can provide education at the local level through in-person outreach, videos, gatherings and testimonials.

Feedback from representatives from people with disabilities:
- There is limited understanding of AI impacts among disabled communities. Education is needed on how to navigate AI systems.
- Hands-on learning can make AI more accessible. Showcasing real-world apps raises interest.
- Guidance is needed to determine if one has been subject to an AI decision, especially discrimination victims.

Feedback from representatives from Women’s rights organizations:
- Data sovereignty enables informed decisions on data usage, which empowers women.
- Outreach through local events and partners would provide insights into women’s AI concerns.

\textsuperscript{50} National Artificial Intelligence Initiative Office. (n.d.). \textit{The National AI Advisory Committee (NAIAC)}.
National Artificial Intelligence Initiative. \url{https://www.ai.gov/naiac/}

\textsuperscript{51} 88 FR 37208
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• Eliminating gender biases in AI systems should be a priority. Women lack a presence in AI development.

Feedback from representatives from LGBTQ+ groups:
• Multimedia content and training materials can increase awareness of LGBTQ+ issues and AI harms.
• Guidance is needed to identify if discriminatory AI decisions have been made, especially for LGBTQ+ victims.

Feedback from representatives from the general public:
• Education is needed on AI basics, benefits, harms and impacts.
• Standardized documentation of company approaches to mitigating AI bias can inform future policies and guidance.
• Multifaceted collaboration is required for systematic AI literacy efforts.

Key takeaways from these listening sessions, as they pertain to the focus areas of this working group, include:

• The need for public education on AI basics, benefits and harms, identifying instances of AI discrimination and mitigating bias.
• Engaging underrepresented groups through local partners and community organizations to ensure representativeness and targeted outreach.
• Empowering people, especially people of color, to control how their data is used within AI systems to enable informed decisions and human agency.
• Systemic AI literacy efforts require collaboration between industry, the federal government, policymakers, community groups and the public, with a consideration for multi-modal or varied approaches that consider accessibility needs.

Based on the findings of the listening sessions, extensive research and experience of working group experts in industry, academia and the nonprofit sector, we acknowledge the gap between awareness and understanding of the methods, uses, risks, and benefits of AI may have potentially deleterious effects on the U.S. economy, well-being of US citizens, and long-term global competitiveness.

The good news is that despite moderate awareness, 73% of Americans report wanting to know more about AI.52 Additionally, a small sample survey of 250 AI researchers, developers, and decision-makers at US companies showed that 50% supported government curricula to promote AI skills and careers for youth.53 The gap

Deloitte AI Institute and Chamber Technology Engagement Center. Retrieved September 28, 2023, from
https://www2.deloitte.com/content/dam/Deloitte/us/Documents/technology/us-ai-institute-investing-in-
trustworthy-ai-full-report-new.pdf
between AI awareness and understanding must be closed to increase U.S. citizens’ baseline level of AI knowledge, especially in underserved communities. This cannot be successfully achieved by the federal government alone. A multi-pronged approach to engagement, education, and inclusion is needed. These needs will be well served through a robust AI literacy campaign that leverages communal expertise and multi-modal learning structures. The government is uniquely capable of convening the partners necessary for a holistic, multi-modal approach inclusive of government, industry, non-governmental organizations (NGOs), and academic contributions.
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